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Abstract
What is sport as a means of reconciliation? This is a very difficult
problem. And at the same time, this is also a profound educational subject
who is intended to utilize the social function of sport culture positively and
effectively. Considering sport as a means of an assumption, presupposes
that there exist certain argument disputes or conflicts caused by shortage of
common understanding, to be reconciled. How can sport help to solve
problems left unsolved in the world of today? This paper examines North
and South Korea combined participation in the Pyeongchang Winter
Olympic Games 2018 as a big sport event example and as a National Ainu
museum establishment in Japan for Tokyo Summer Olympic Games 2020 as
an ethnic issue example Furthermore it serves as a case study on possibility
of sport as a means for reconciliation from the viewpoint of physical
education pedagogy. About the Pyeongchang Games, Asahi Shinbun
reported, “(South Korea) President Moon Jae-in hopes the first Winter
Games on Korean soil could produce more of these feel-good sparks of
seeming reconciliation”, “This small squad - or no athletes at all - could
make it difficult to create a mood of reconciliation” and “Participation in
Pyeongchang could "provide a turning point for the reconciliation between
the South and North," Moon said.” In Japan, construction of the National
Ainu Museum was determined on the occasion of the Tokyo Olympic
Games. This is because Japan accepted “The United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples” in the United Nations in 2007. This
study examined two cases. One is the combined participation of North and
South Korea with the Pyeongchang Winter Olympic Games as a globa
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(international) issue and the other is the construction of National Ainu
Museum as a local (domestic) issue.
The result of the examination is as follows. These two cases suggest a
proposal about the “reconciliation” role that sport plays as a means. New
version of “The Commentary of the Courses of Study for Junior High
School : the volume on Health and Physical Education” (referred to as
“The New Commentary”) (MEXT, 2017), because its content has been
described on “International Charter of Physical Education, Physical
Activity and Sport (referred to as “The New Charter”) (UNESCO, 2015) .
As a result, it was confirmed that sport plays promising role as a means of
"reconciliation”. And it was pointed out that there was the necessity of
recognizing the function of ”reconciliation” that sport has in a physical
education class for “international goodwill” and “world peace.”
Accordingly, it may be said that the role of sport is expected to be one of the
possibilities of "reconciliation" of the global and local issues. Learning this
role greatly contributes to education called the human being (personality)
formation that a physical education class brings up a member of society.
Up till now, the demonstrability of these two cases is not confirmed yet; they
are still underway and have not provided the final result. However, the next
two points have been made: a role of sport as a means of "reconciliation"
and the usefulness of learning the role in a physical education class.
Key Words: Reconciliation, Physical Education Class, Theory of Sport and
Physical Education Korea, Ainu
Introduction
As a global statement about "reconciliation", the UNESCO
formulated and declared "International Charter of Physical Education,
Physical Activity and Sport (referred to as “The New Charter”)" in the
general meeting of 2015. “Recognizing that physical education, physical
activity and sport can bring a variety of individual and societal benefits,
such as health, social and economic development, youth empowerment,
reconciliation and peace,” states the preamble of the Charter, article 6. The
feature of this sentence lies in picking up the modern and concrete keywords
such as "empowerment, reconciliation, peace” about social side concept, in
addition to the popular concept of “physical/mental health.”
Here described are "Reconciliation" and "peace" in parallel. In other
words, "reconciliation" and "peace" are both personal and social benefits
that sport can bring (purpose and achievement), and for this purpose it is
interpreted that there is one of the roles (functions) of sport as a
means/method. Accordingly, this sentence shows the one-way causal
relationship of bringing about ”sport” →”reconciliation/peace”, not that
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"sport" itself is not the final goal, ”whereby sport” will be positioned as a
means / method for achieving the purpose.
The Course of Study for Junior High School (Health and Physical
Education) is now revised in Japan, and new course of study and
commentary are available on the homepage of Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sport, Science and Technology (MEXT, 2017). Physical education
theory unit of this New Commentary, just as The Old Commentary did,
shows "international goodwill" and "world peace" which exemplify "global
physical spiritual health" of above-mentioned in The New Charter, and
global sport festival such as the Olympic Games, there is no change in the
wording of the document between The Old and New Commentaries. Also in
The New Commentary, direct relation of "sport" → "peace" is the same as
The New Charter. However, the word itself "reconciliation" is referred to in
nether its Old (MEXT, 2008) nor New Commentary (MEXT, 2017).
This relation would generally be approved of as many people may
recognize. However, can "peace" be achieved merely by holding a sport
event? Although it is impossible to analyze every past sport event
immediately here now, the sport event with “peace” as its object is only
Olympic Games; there are currently no reports where “peace” was achieved
by a sport event. This is because, when ”sport” is identified with ”peace” as
in two examples in addition to Olympics, it is because it must be shown
clearly "what" of Sport leads to "reconciliation." Moreover, "What is sport"
has already been clarified as an assumption. Even now, the common
understanding of the concept of sport has not been made yet in the West,
Europe and Japan (MEXT, 2017).
As noted so far, although there is no emotive contradiction in
"sport" → "reconciliation / peace" in a causal relation of "phenomena →
achievement", but it is difficult directly apply this method, because there are
situations where sport does not reconcile conflict. Therefore, we need a
different perception of some sort. For this reason, what we have to consider
is the usefulness of learning in physical education class in term of the way
of thinking of "reconciliation" in sport and the function of "reconciliation"
which sport served for.
The concept of "reconciliation" as a social function of sport culture
is missing in present Japan. From the viewpoint of Physical Education
Pedagogy aiming for better physical education class, this study will examine
how this "reconciliation" should be caught in modern society and also
consider the concept of "reconciliation" in physical education class which
aims to propose teaching material development called learning content in
this research.
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Methods and Materials
This study is a based on fundamental methods for teaching material
development from the viewpoint of physical education pedagogy. For this
reason, the viewpoint of education is a basic assumption of the study.
As a procedure, firstly, the concept of "reconciliation" is sorted out
and examined. Next, regarding the way of physical education that is
required globally in contemporary society, this study examines "The
International Charter on Physical Education, Physical Activity and Sport "
developed by UNESCO. After this, this study examines the word
“reconciliation” in a new version of “The Commentary of The Course of
The study for Junior High School: The volume on Health and Physical
Education" in Japan (MEXT, 2017). Furthermore, based on these results,
two global and local cases triggered by the Olympic Games will be picked
up and considered as teaching material development in introducing this
concept of "reconciliation" into physical education classes.
The reason why the Olympic Games were cited as an example in this
study is that The International Olympic Committee (IOC) clearly refers to
the word of "peace" which is related to "reconciliation" in The Olympic
Charter (IOC, 2016) as the Olympic philosophy. The word or the concept of
"peace" is not found in the ideology of other large-scale international sport
events at the present time.
Discussion
1 How "reconciliation" is understood in sport
How should the word "reconciliation" be captured in sport? (Because the
Japanese course of study is also analyzed. How to interpret "reconciliation"
in Japanese is shown in note1.
Sport is a real phenomenon and actual condition that occurs in reality. For
this reason, the function "reconciliation" does not exist in sport itself as an
objective phenomenon. Players and spectators while playing may be aware
of "reconciliation", or remark about it. However, that awareness is an
emotional sense or thought that players and spectators feel as human beings.
In other words, the sport itself which is occurring as a phenomenon does not
feel it, but is the subjective feeling of human beings concerned in sport.
Therefore, the phenomenon itself of sport cannot be a party of
"reconciliation" itself.
Speaking logically, "reconciliation" is a role as effect of physical,
mental and social method and means which are given sensitivity to a
phenomenon of sport to the heart of players (human being) and the
individuals who already have mutual strife and conflict.
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2 The content of physical education and sport required globally in
contemporary society. In 2015, The International Charter of Physical
Education, Physical Activity and Sport developed jointly by
Intergovernmental Committee for Physical Education and Sport (CIGEPS)
and Permanent Consultative Council (PCC) were announced after approval
of the General Assembly. This is a revision of the 1st edition “International
Charter of Physical Education and Sport (UNESCO, 1978)” which was
announced as the original edition in 1978 (UNESCO, 1978). The reason for
this revision has been stated below: “Based on the universal spirit of The
Old Charter, and integrating the significant evolutions in the field of sport
since 1978, the revised Charter introduces universal principles such as
gender equality, non-discrimination and social inclusion in and through
sport. It also highlights the benefits of physical activity, the sustainability of
sport, the inclusion of persons with disabilities and the protection of
children.
While The Original Charter (The Old Charter) consists of 12
preamble and 8 articles (appendix material), The New Charter consists of 13
preamble and 12 articles (Table 1). In terms of content, both The Original
and The New Charters are supposed to be based on The United Nations
Charter in the first item and The Universal Declaration of Human Rights in
the second item.
Table 1
International Charter of Physical Education,
Physical Activity and Sport (Preamble)
1. Recalling that in the Charter of the United Nations the peoples proclaimed their faith in
fundamental human rights and in the dignity and worth of the human person, and affirmed
their determination to promote social progress and better standards of life;
2. Recalling that by the terms of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, everyone is
entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth therein without discrimination of any kind,
such as to race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, property, birth or other status;
3. Convinced that a condition for the exercise of human rights is the safety and freedom of
every human being to develop and preserve their physical, psychological and social wellbeing and capabilities;
4. Emphasizing that resources, authority and responsibility for physical education,
physical activity and sport must be allocated without discrimination on the basis of gender,
age, disability or any other basis, to overcome the exclusion experienced by vulnerable or
marginalized groups;
5. Acknowledging that cultural diversity in physical education, physical activity and sport
forms part of humanity’s intangible heritage and includes physical play, recreation, dance,
organized, casual, competitive, traditional and indigenous sport and games;
6. Recognizing that physical education, physical activity and sport can bring a variety of
individual and societal benefits, such as health, social and economic development, youth
empowerment, reconciliation and peace;
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Table 1 continue
7. Highlighting that the provision of quality physical education, physical activity and
sport is essential, to realize their full potential to promote values such as fair play, equality,
honesty, excellence, commitment, courage, teamwork, respect for rules and laws, respect
for self and others, community spirit and solidarity, as well as fun and enjoyment;
8. Stressing that, in order to achieve quality physical education, physical activity and
sport, all personnel, professional and volunteer alike, must have access to suitable training,
supervision and counselling;
9. Underlining that early play experience with parents and careers, and participation in
quality physical education are essential entry points for children to learn the skills, attitudes,
values, knowledge, understanding and enjoyment necessary for lifelong participation in
physical activity, sport and in society at large;
10. Emphasizing that physical education, physical activity and sport should seek to
promote stronger bonds between people, solidarity, mutual respect and understanding, and
respect for the integrity and dignity of every human being;
11. Insisting that concerted action and co-operation between stakeholders at all levels is
the prerequisite for protecting the integrity and potential benefits of physical education,
physical activity and sport from discrimination, racism, homophobia, bullying, doping,
manipulation, excessive training of children, sexual exploitation, trafficking, as well as
violence;
12. Aware that physical education, physical activity and sport can be enriched by
undertaking them responsibly in a natural environment, and that this inspires respect for the
Planet's resources and a concern to conserve and use these resources for the greater good of
humanity;
13. Proclaims this International Charter that puts physical education, physical activity and
sport at the service of human development, and urges everyone, especially governments,
intergovernmental organizations, sport organizations, non-governmental entities, the
business community, the media, educators, researchers, sport professionals and volunteers,
participants and their support personnel, referees, families, as well as spectators to commit
to and disseminate this Charter, so that its principles can become a reality for all human
beings.

Comparing the preamble of these Original and The New Charters,
the "a variety of individual and societal benefits" shown in the 6th item of
The New Charter is based on “to preserve and develop the physical,
intellectual and moral powers of the human being improves the quality of
life at the national and the international levels" in The Original Charter.
However, the words of "economic development" and "youth empowerment"
including "reconciliation" in The New Charter are not found in The Original
Charter.
Although these words themselves are not written in The original
Charter, "a more effective contribution to the inculcation of fundamental
human values underlying the full development of peoples" in The Original
Charter or "promote closer communion between peoples and between
individuals together with disinterested emulation, solidarity and fraternity,
mutual respect and understanding, full respect for the intention and conten
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as the phrase of "the integrity and dignity of human beings" are interpreted
as being concretely declared as a keyword in accordance with the period of
The New Charter enacted in 2015.
As the background of The New Charter, we can image the
Afghanistan problem of refugees large-scale-sized all over Europe in 2014
(Japan Times, 2015) of the previous year, missiles by North Korea to the
Japan Sea launched in 1993 (Japan Times, 2017) and onward, because we
have been influenced under the international policies and economics. These
circumstances have come to indicate the limit of structuralism theory of
international relations which was accepted in Europe and the United States
so far. The United Nations, The International Court of Justice, the historic
powerhouse, related countries, etc. may have served as arbitrators in the past
and often proceeded toward solution. However, they are not functioning
satisfactorily at present and the situation remains unchanged.
The New Charter is not necessarily concerned with such concrete situations.
However, there is no doubt about the situation that the content of Table 2 is
being constrained. In the view of the present situation, the content of the 6th
item of The New Charter "physical education, physical activity and sport
can bring a variety of individual and societal benefits, such as health, social
and economic development, youth empowerment, reconciliation and peace"
is very important and to be considered.
Accordingly, we can say it is required worldwide for current sport to
consider the concept of "a variety of individual and societal benefits" such
as "reconciliation", "economic development", and "youth empowerment". It
is also a problem that no actual examples proved "reconciliation" by sport.
This is because the concrete evaluation criteria of "reconciliation/peace" are
not clearly presented. If such criteria are unknown or ambiguous, there
will naturally not be a common understanding between the parties.
Despite The Olympic Charter calling for world peace, firm results
are not evident which means that "reconciliation" has not occurred. In other
words, the Olympic Games as a sport event exists in the present situation,
but it cannot be said to have fully demonstrated the function of
"reconciliation."
Therefore, the role of physical education and sport in contemporary
society, is supposed to improve the situation. However, physical education
and sport are only possible means of “reconciliation”, since there is no clear
case of international conflict or confirmation that can be led to
"reconciliation" at the present time.
3 “Reconciliation” in the Commentary of the Course of Study for
Junior High School. The word "reconciliation" does not appear The Old and
New Commentary of The Courses of Study for Junior High School (the
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volume on Health and Physical Education). However, as a similar concept,
as in The Old and New Commentary, we can find the words "international
goodwill" and "world peace" in physical education theory units. In Japan,
the subject of health and physical education at junior high school consists of
two major fields of physical education and health. This physical education
field is composed of a total of 8 areas, each of 7 exercise areas and the area
of physical education theory conducted in the classroom. Table 2 shows the
major items of "physical education theory" unit for third-grade pupil at
junior high school describing the words of "international goodwill" and
"world peace."
The concrete contents of 1) -a) in Table 2 are as shown in Table 3- 1
(details later). The word of "reconciliation" is not used here. However, the
content of the sentence "provide opportunities for a slow self-development"
largely correspond to the contents of "new young empowerment" in Charter
and "the charter concretely showing the cultural significance of sport both in
Japan and abroad" is interpreted as the content that refers to the existence of
this charter itself.
Table 2
Area of Theory of Sport and Physical Education
The Unit of Cultural Significance and Role of Global Sport Events
Theory of Sport and Physical Education
1) To enable the students to understand the significance of sport as culture.
a) Sport is important for leading a cultural life and living better.
b) The Olympics, international sport events and the like play a major role in international
goodwill and world peace.
c) Sport brings people together people by transcending differences in ethnicity, country,
race, gender
and handicaps.

The concrete content of 1)-b) is shown in the 2nd item on Table 3.
The word "reconciliation" is not used here either. However, similar words
"international goodwill" and "world peace" are described. As can be seen
from the context of this sentence, the content "to convey the educational
significance and ethical value of the sport events, to deepen people's mutual
understanding" implies the use sport as a means/method.
The Commentary of The Old and New Courses of Study in Japan
identify sport as means and method of "international goodwill" and "world
peace." This content corresponds to the content of 11 items of The Original
Charter and item 11th of The New Charter. This to say, it shows that
"international goodwill" and "world peace" are roles of the sport events.
Although the successful case is not shown, the charter describes a realistic
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expression that advances the meaning of the possibility of sport. In other
words, the role of sport is equated with a practical means or method for
"international goodwill" and "world peace".
The concrete content of 1)-c) is shown in the 3rd item on Table 3.
The word "reconciliation" is not found here either. However, the sentence
points out that there is the role of means/method in sport, there is cultural
work to tie people to more than a race and a country, a race and the nature,
havingobstacle or not, age and an area, a difference such as the climate for s
port." This content corresponds to the content of the 2nd items of The
Original Charter and the 4th item of The New Charter.
As seen so far, the word of "reconciliation" is not described in The
Old and New version of The Commentary. At the same time, the content
that The Original and The New Charter intended is reflected in these
Commentaries. Therefore, it is necessary and important to recapture
"reconciliation" as an approximating concept of "international goodwill"
and "world peace", in order for the content of physical education theory to
become a more substantial content based on the global situation.
In this case, "reconciliation" by sport is positioned as a gradual
means and a method of playing a role for "international goodwill" and
"world peace". More correctly, it is not a direct cause/effect relation such as
"sport" → "reconciliation/ peace" but a stepwise method/method such as
"sport" →"reconciliation" → "peace" to be pursued (details later). In any
case, it is not a main purpose just to hold sport (events), but in the case of
"international goodwill" and "world peace", it is a main point to stress
"reconciliation" as a cultural role in the work of sport.
Table 3
Detailed Contents of The Unit of “Cultural Significance and Role Played by Global
Sport Events”

1

2

Contents
Cultural significance of sport in modern life
To enable the students to understand sport in modern life have important cultural
significance to provide healthy mind and body, rich interchange and foster selfdevelopment opportunities necessary to live fruitful and a life worth living. And to
enable the students to understand that there are the Charter showed cultural
significance of sport concretely and the sport promotion plan etc.
Cultural significance and role played by global sport events
To enable the students to understand that The Olympic Games, Paralympic Games and
international sport events play a major role in international goodwill and world peace
by conveying the educational significance and ethical value of sport to people around
the world and deepening mutual understanding. And to enable the students to
understand the charm of sport spread all over the world and the roles of the Olympic
Games and international sport events play in international goodwill and world peace
are becoming even greater by developing of media.
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Table 3 countion

3

Cultural work of sport to connect people
To enable the students to understand that sport has cultural work that connects
people beyond differences such as ethnicity, country, race, gender, presence or absence
of ability, age, region and natural climate. To enable the students to understand when
coming into these cases, the word of "sport" itself is spreading all over the world
beyond the difference of country, region and language and sport events to interchange
beyond differences such as age, sex, disability etc.

4 Introduction of "reconciliation" to physical education class and its
example case 4 – 1 An examination on introducing the concept of
"reconciliation" to physical education class.
The introduction of the concept of "reconciliation" to the physical
education class can be examined from a variety of viewpoints. Here, as
mentioned in the beginning, it can be examined from the standpoint of
Physical education/sport pedagogy.
Although the current state of education in modern nations is diverse,
the purpose of education in the present Japan is defined in Act No. 120 of
2006 by The Basic Act on Education (MEXT, 2006) in Japan shown in
Table 4.
Table 4
Basic Act on Education
Chapter I. Aims and Principles of Education (Aims of Education) Article 1
Education shall aim for the full development of personality and strive to nurture the
citizens, sound in mind and body, who are imbued with the qualities necessary for those
who form a peaceful and democratic state and society.

The direct and ultimate goal in this provision is "full development of
personality" and its concrete content is "strive to nurture the citizens, sound
in mind and body, who are imbued with the qualities for those who form a
peaceful and democratic state and society".
Physical education is also positioned as a part of the comprehensive
education. Accordingly, into the learning of a social sport role ”international
goodwill” and “world peace” as written in no.3, it is proper procedure to
introduce ”reconciliation.”
However, it is important to understand the educational meaning of
"reconciliation" and devise the process of picking this up in classes no, so
that the class time will not increase by incorporating this content newly.
4-2 "Reconciliation" in the examples
As described above, in the new and The Original Charters and The
New and Old Courses of Study, "reconciliation" includes peace or
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positioned in the same category as peace, and this relation is showed with 2
= 3, 1 → 2, 1 → 3 (fig.1).
However, this relation does not mean that "reconciliation" exists as a
means/method of sport. In other words, it is focused on whether to consider
"reconciliation" as a result of sport or as a possibility included in sport. For
this reason, it will be important how to consider this "reconciliation".
Fig 1 shows that the implementation of a sport event leads to
"international goodwill" and "World Peace". 1 → 3 is an ideal causal
relationship, but this has no probability. The Olympic Games and various
conventions have seen that it is not always the case that "international
goodwill" and "world peace" always lead to a sport event.
3 international goodwill/world peace 2
1

reconciliation

sport

Figure 1. Consideration of Reconciliation 1

Then, how should this "reconciliation" is captured? This study views
this "reconciliation" as a gradual work/role of the sport when learning in the
class of the physical education theory. Therefore, it picks up the word
"reconciliation" and proposes the concept "sport" → "reconciliation" →
"peace".
These relations are shown to be in the schema of 1 → 2 → 3 in Fig
2. The connection of 1 → 3 is not direct, "reconciliation" will be closer to "3
international goodwill" and "world peace", by clarifying that 2 will be
entered into the process of 1 → 3. "Reconciliation" presupposes a gradual
means/method of playing sport or holding an event first.
3 international goodwill / world
peace
2
1

reconciliation

sport
Figure 2. Consideration of Reconciliation 2

However, even if it is caught in the relation diagram of 1 → 2 → 3,
it is not always the case that the conflicts that have already occurred are
solved and the "international goodwill" and "world peace" are achieved
simply by holding the sport event only one time. Players, directors and
spectators who are actually participating in the sport event may have a
consciousness of "reconciliation".
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However, if the consciousness exists only for the person and only on
the sporting spot, it has no broadness or objectivity.
Therefore, it is important, reasonable and realistic to think of a
gradual or reversible correspondence relation such as 1 ⇔ 2 ⇔ 3 in Fig. 2
not as a only one-way diagram of 1 → 2 → 3, in order to realize the role of
"sport" called "reconciliation."
However, it is impossible to explain to students in practical classes,
because there is no report of success example based on this scheme.
4-3 The proposal of combined team formation between South Korea
and North Korea. Under these circumstances, it is noteworthy that in 2017
Korea proposed the formation of a combined team with North Korea for the
Pyeongchang Winter Olympic Games. In the past, there was participation of
such a combined team in sport events, but now it is interrupted.
Why are relations between South Korea and North Korea bad?
(Wikipedia, 2018) The reason for this is, briefly explained, that two
separate regimes were established and not to be integrated after World War
II. In other words, there is still a state now where the war has not ended
yet between the two countries because it is in a cease-fire state under
international law. Therefore, there is no official border between these two
countries, and what is called a military borderline is drawn. In such a
ceasefire situation, possession and launch of North Korean missiles and
atomic bombs are nothing but a threat to the world, not to mention South
Korea.
A possibility that global word of”reconciliation” has is examined in
this study. Under this cease-fire state, Korea is exploring the path of
democratic peace. The outline is as follows.
Unified football event of two countries are held in Seoul of Korea
and Pyongyang of North Korea in 1990. In the next year, a combined team
of these countries participated in World Youth Championships by
International Football Federation (FIFA) held in Japan and Table Tennis
World Championships in Portugal.
Furthermore, the two countries have joined in a joint admission with
the opening ceremony of nine sport competitions so far, including the
Sydney Olympic Games in 2000, the Asian Games in Pusan in Korea in
2002, the Athens Olympics in 2004 and so on. In addition, there were
examples in which a football team leader visited Pyongyang for Asia Cup in
Apr. 2017 and an ice hockey team leader visited Gangneung city in South
Korea for test event for Olympic Games.
When seeing only these situations, 1→2 in Fig. 2 will be built.
However, the relationship between the two countries has remained the same
as before, and in the present situation it has not reached 2 → 3. Therefore, as
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far as the current situation is concerned, 2 and 3 cannot be interpreted as the
same level contents. In other words, partial "2 reconciliation" and the
overall "3 international goodwill / world peace" are not directly connected
as “=”.
Based on such circumstances, South Korean president Moon Jae-in
proposed a combined team with North Korea' to Lee Jong-seon ITF
president on June 24, 2017 (Japan Times, 2017). In this background, South
Korea is trying to reach peace with North Korea by using the Olympics.
However, "The political environment must be resolved," North Korean
member Chang Ung of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) said.
North Korea first cited as a prerequisite the approval of the national
Constitution and the cancel of sanctions from other countries.
How much power can sport demonstrate to such a political,
economic dispute? No matter how optimistic we are, we have to say that
its solution is difficult. Under the present circumstances, there is a
discrepancy in the recognition of the problem from the start, because there is
not a situation in which 1 → 2 of fig. 2 can be constructed. It takes time,
but if this 1 → 2 is approved, 1 → 2 in the diagram will be enacted for the
time being. In other words, it will prove the intention and possibility that
"reconciliation" as a role of sport leads to "international goodwill" and
"world peace".
In this way, the formation of a combined team will be the clue to
“reconciliation.”
Because the joint teams in the past provide evidence for possibility
as “reconciliation.” For 2 → 3, a wide variety of types, contents, and
methods of the intended "reconciliation" must be examined
comprehensively.
Then, what of sport content will become a clue to "reconciliation"?
What of sport content leads to "international goodwill" and "world peace"?
This is the content that is asked to students from the teacher, and at the same
time it is also the important point that teacher want students to come up in
class time. This is a pathway of 2 → 3, and if this is derived and set, it
becomes the completion of a coherent schematization. However, as
described above, currently there are no successful examples, the accuracy
and probability of the answer are not justified. Even if students assume this
answer, their answers may not be limited to one.
From the above, in the Physical education class, it is important for
students to understand the contents that the sport event has a role to play for
"international goodwill" and "World Peace" as a learning knowledge.
In this case, ”reconciliation” will play the role of them by stages. And next,
it will be a good learning and class of physical education which Develops a
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thinking ability, judgment ability and expressive power that students will
discuss about what a good point of sport will connect "reconciliation" with
others in a group.
This answer will not be an accurate solution used in mathematical
formulas. However, it is important for students to understand that the
resolution of the dispute is not a solution by the repetition of the conflict,
but there are possibilities and directions in which that these will be solved
by the means and the method of "reconciliation" by sport.
4-4 Establishment of National Ainu Museum
The establishment of The National Ainu Museum has the following
background. One is Japanese Government accepted "The United Nations
Declaration on The Rights of Indigenous Peoples" in United Nations in
2007 and another is the Symbolic Space Basic Plan (ABHK, 1970; Cabinet
Public Relation Office, 2018).
As the appendix appended data 3 showing, the establishment of this
National Museum was not initially conceived for the purpose of inviting and
fulfilling the Olympic Games, but it can be understood that it is due to the
political and economic policies including the national recognition of the
Ainu race as indigenous peoples and the insufficient countermeasures. It is
said that the Ainu people lived in the age of Jomon period ceremonial
culture as well as the mainland Japan (Honshu) in the past, and they now are
widely living in Japan as Japanese. Because it was an ethnic group without
letters/ character, the detail is largely recorded as the Ainu folklore oral
records and other races.
Some books say that the mainland people (wajin) had seen a
difference in the Ainu lives and customs and they have made discriminated
against the Aborigines (the low-intelligence/barbarian) (Chiri, 2009;
Hokkaido Daigaku, 2010; Arai, 1993) . Although the first appearance of the
word of wajin is not certain, it is the word which was historically used
mainly in Hokkaido as a word expressing the Japanese other than Ainu after
the modern age. However, the Ainu called the wajin as "Sisam", "Shamo"
or "Sisamuutara", as the meaning of "neighbor". Wajin did discrimination
trade and restricted residence, and denied their fundamental human rights by
making The Hokkaido Former Protection Law and Former aborigines
school, etc (ABHK, 1970; Hokkaido Daigaku, 2010).
In 1457, the battle of Koshamain, a large-scale battle remaining in
the history between the Wajin and the Ainu occurred, the battle of
Shakshain in 1669 and the battle of Kunashiri-Menashi in 1789 also
occurred (Hokkaido University Center, 2009). For the over three hundred
years of these fighting backgrounds, due to the concern that the Ainu may
be incorporated in Russia in the latter half of the 18th century, the Ainu
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would be "different indigenous people” group, and it is said that the
Goverment has a policy that tried to promote political and cultural
assimilation for Wajin and to secure the possession of the Ezo land
(Hokkaido University Center, 2010; Hirayama, 2008). Furthermore, it
seems to have been influenced that the religion of the Ainu lived in Japan
was basically pantheism (polytheism), while the religion of most Wajin was
Buddhism.
In 1986, Prime Minister Nakasone Yasuhiro told “The United States
is a compound state of multiple races, and education etc. is not necessarily
easy, there are places that are far from reach (Chicagotribune , 1986). Since
Japan is consisted by a single race, it is relatively easy to educate and reach
by hand (an ellipsis)” at an apology interview of an intellectual level remark
in The House of Representatives and got criticized by USA and the Utari
Association. Racial discrimination against the Ainu race by bureaucrats is
still going on now. And it is already known that overseas governments and
research institutes stole and carried out the Ainu race's remains without
permission, and their return have been currently taking place globally.
In this way, persecution to indigenous natives by persons of power is
occurring not only in Japan, but also throughout the world. In 2011, in order
to overcome this situation, the Government of Japan enacted “The Law
Concerning The Promotion of The Ainu Race Culture and The Diffusion
and Enlightenment of Knowledge on The Ainu Race Tradition, etc. to
preserve the Ainu race culture (CAPP, 2018). If this develops, what
happened at the Vancouver 2010 event in 2010 may happen in which
something like a design that respectfully represents (First Nations such as
Inuits living in Canada) could be the origin of the official emblem?
However, at this moment there is no such talk about the official emblem of
the 2020 Tokyo Games. Currently, the Government of Japan is trying to
regulate the opening time of The National Ainu Museum to 2020 when the
Olympic Games will be held. The aim is to publicize to the world that the
government, by peaceful Olympic Games, admits legitimate human rights of
the Ainu race.
It may appear that this is not related to sport at first glance. However,
as described in the above-mentioned International Charter of Physical
Education, Physical Activity and Sport and The Course of Study, the terms
of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, “everyone is entitled to all
the rights and freedoms set forth therein without discrimination of any kind,
such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status”, as Table 1-2 and
Table 2-3.
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In order to eliminate ethnic prejudice, "reconciliation" is necessary.
Therefore, as a means/method against this prejudice, it is important to make
"reconciliation" develop in this Museum. After the space to introduce the
play and the exercise as the culture of Ainu in the National Ainu Museum is
set up, if the visitor actually "see, hear, and know" them, the space and the
time which can share the play and the exercise as the Ainu culture are
secured there.
One such example is iomante. Iomante is one of the ritual festivals of
the Ainu race that kill animals such as brown bears and send their soul,
Kamui, to the gods world (kamuy mosir). It is a ritual of gratitude to nature
that carefully breeds brown bears and others living in the natural world, then
slaughters and uses the meat and leather as a souvenir of Kamui in actual
life. Today, breeding and slaughtering of bears is not actually done, but
Iomante, the festival of salmon who came back to the river, is being
reported on TV every year. In this way, as a means/method of
"reconciliation", "seeing, listening, knowing, and experiencing" the culture
accompanying the physical activity of its ethnic group is also related to
"understanding, sharing and supporting” this culture.
About the relationship of sport by the course of study, “There is a
wide variety of ways to be involved in exercise and sport, such as
performing, watching and supporting them” in unit of “To enable the
students to understand that exercise and sport are diverse.” Therefore, it is
possible that encountering the culture of the Ainu race through physical
activity like Iomante may have a function as "reconciliation" for ethnic
understanding. This is similar to the presentation of cultural and art which
was incorporated in the early stage of the Olympic Games, and is currently
being performed in the opening ceremony and closing ceremony as art
performance.
4-5 Validity of the example
The validity of the examples here depends upon whether sport as a
means/method can have the work/role of "reconciliation." It was confirmed
that sport had the validity of "reconciliation" as described in 4-3 and 4-4
when this was compared with The Commentary of The Course of Study for
Junior High School in the Japan. However, none of the two raised here has
been implemented and it is not possible to examine its progress and results.
As a result of this paper, the title is settled to be "the possibility of
reconciliation achieved by sport as a mean/method".
It is thought that the concept of "reconciliation" will clarify the position of
sport as learning materials in class in the future by reviewing the progress of
these two examples and examining the results.
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Conclusions
The conclusions obtained from the above results are mainly divided
into the following two. First, sport as a means/method is to be recognized as
possessing the possibility of "reconciliation", and its function (work/role) is
worldwide now. Second, the usefulness of learning the sport’s function of
"reconciliation" in the physical education class has been confirmed. The
conflicts that are occurring throughout the world are diverse, complicated
and often prolonged. However, human beings should make "reconciliation"
in the conflicts. To that end, it is essential to educate human beings who can
understand the function of "reconciliation" and students are required to learn
"reconciliation."
The sport class is naturally included in one of the culture of
education, because the sport is seen as a culture in the world now.
Preserving and inheriting a historical culture is a preservation of culture.
Improvement and change which make culture better by responding to
changes in the times and societies is the development of culture. Therefore,
in order to put various disputes in "reconciliation", it is necessary and
indispensable at the same time to have the education which develops a
social culture of human formation (character) who can understand this.
For this reason, in actual physical education class, it is important to properly
understand the word "reconciliation" and position it as a learning content.
However, doing sport does not mean that all conflicts are "reconciliated."
Both of these are prospects based on the interpretation of the literature, and
there is no probability that the mutual relationships of sport and
"reconciliation" are always constructed as shown in Fig.2. In the absence of
the empirical example, the objects of the "reconciliation" will vary widely,
because the contents of the conflicts that already occurred are various. For
this reason, it is presumed that the method must be elastic and flexible.
The Understanding and proposition of these ”reconciliation” based on
International Charter of Physical Education, Physical Activity and Sport by
UNESCO and the new version of The Commentary of The Course of Study
for Junior High School in Japan can be various depending on the condition
of countries and societies.
In addition, at 9th Jun. 2018, North Korea announced to participate
in Pyongyang Olympic Games (Japan Times, 2018). Nobody knows the real
intention of North Korea, but South Korea is said to have used well the
Olympic Games as a sport event.
Therefore, further studies have to be done to collect, analyze and
examine The Course of Study, physical education theory class in each
country, Pyongyang Olympic Games and the teaching plan based on these
issues in the future.
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Note
1 "Reconciliation" in dictionary definitions
According to some Japanese dictionaries, the word "reconciliation" is
explained as follows.
Table 1
Explanation of “Reconciliation”
dictionary
Reconciliation (1)
Reconciliation =
Wakai (2)
Wakai (3)
Wakai (4)

explanation
和解，仲直り，調停，調和，一致，服従，締め(←日本語で)
相互の意思がやわらいで，とけあうこと。なかなおり。争い
をしている当事者が互いに譲歩しあって，その間の争いをや
めることを約する契約。示談。
争いを止めて仲直りすること。和睦。また，仲裁すること。
仲直りすること。民事上の紛争で，当事者が譲り合って争い
をやめること。また，その契約。

(1) Shigeru Takebayashi (ed.), New English-Japanese Dictionary, p.2056,
Kenkyusha, 2002. (2) Izuru Niimura (ed.), Koujien, version 6, Iwanami
Shoten, CACIO electronic dictionary, 2008. (3) Shougakukan Kokugo Jiten
Hensyuubu (ed.), Seisenban Nihongo Dai Jiten, Shougakukan, CACIO
electronic dictionary, 2006. (4) Yasuo Kitahara (ed.), Meikyo Kokugo Jiten,
CACIO electronic dictionary, 2011.
The Japanese translation indicated first is ”reconciliation” in New
English- Japanese Dictionary (1). In English "reconciliation" is transcribed
into "Wakai" in Japanese. This word is not a loanword but a Japanese
language, and this is used as a word meaning the above situation as
explained in Japan, and has become established.As a meaning of this word,
the word "nakanaori=reconciliation" comes out in every dictionary. The
reconciliation is that the relationship between which the relationship has
gone bad is to get along again (2).
These findings in this study, this word of "reconciliation" in sport is
positioned as a means to "wakai= reconciliation ."
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